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Abstract

We give in this paper some asymptotic Von Neumann inequalities for power bounded op-

erators in the class Cp Π C\t and some spacial von Neumann inequalities associated with non

zero elements of the point spectrum, when it is non void, of generalized Toeplitz operators.

Introducing perturbed kernel, we consider classes CR which extend the classical classes Cp. We

give results about absolute continuity with respect to the Haar measure for operators in class

CR Π (7ι; . This allows us to give new results on cyclic vectors for such operators and provides

invariant subspaces for their powers. Relationships between cyclic vectors for Τ and T* involving

generalized Toeplitz operators are given and the commutativity of {T}', the commutant of Τ is

discussed.

1 Introduction

Throughout of this paper, we denote H2 the Hardy space of analytic functions on the unit disc

D, 5 the unilateral unweighted shift on H2 and S* its adjoint operator. Toeplitz operators

are defined as solutions of the operator equation S*XS = X. They have been intensively

treated during the last years and turn out to be a rich source of examples and counter examples

in operator theory. Generalized Toeplitz operators were introduced as follows. Let Η be a

complex Hubert space and T G B(H), the algebra of all bounded operators on H. The set

of T—Toeplitz operators, C(T) is defined to contain operators satisfying the operator equation

T*discr(T)2X, where r(T) is the spectral radius of T. We denote C+(T) as the set of positive

T—Toeplitz operators.

Recall first the following known result. Let ρ > 0, and T € B(H) whose spectrum is included

in the closed unit disc is in Cp if and only if K^t(T] > 0 for every (r,t) e]0,1] x R. This leads

to the next definition.

Definition 1 Let R be a polynomial and let T be an operator acting on a Hilbert space, we say

that T is in class CR if and only if

σ(Τ) C D and K*t(T) = Kr,t(T] + R(re~ltT} + R(re*TY -1 > 0.

Remark. When R = ρ > 0 the class CR is exactly the usual class Cp.

G. Gassier and T. Fack showed, in [5], that if T is a contraction in Civ which has a positive

generalized Toeplitz operator with eigenvalues, then T has a non zero noncyclic element, that is

a non zero vector y € Η such that span{Tny : η > 0} Φ Η. In particular T has a non trivial

invariant subspace. To this aim, they provided some spacial Von Neumann inequalities for T.

In this paper we study the structure of cyclic vectors for powers of power bounded operators

in the class CR Π C\. See section 2 for definitions.



In Section 2, basic background and some known results are given. We recall the notion of

almost convergence and Banach limits. We also relate these notions to generalized Toeplitz

operators and define the asymptotic kernel for power bounded operators.

In Section 3, we establish the Von Neumann spacial inequality for operators in the class

Cp Π Civ. We refine this inequality in the case where Γ has a generalized Toeplitz operator with

non void point spectrum.

We investigate in Section 4 the problem of cyclic vectors for power bounded operators in

CR Π Cit.. We show in Theorem 14, that completely non unitary operators in CR Π C\t. are

intertwined with the unilateral shift on some Hilbert space in a satisfactory way. This leads to

an extension of a result of Nagy Foias [8], "there exists Ν such that Tn has no cyclic vector

for η > Ν". Other results from [7] are generalized. The use of generalized Toeplitz operators

allows to give more precise results in the general case of power bounded operators. Namely, we

link cyclic vectors for T and Γ* through generalized Toeplitz operators. We finally study the

commutativity of the commutant of completely non unitary power bounded operators in the

class Ci,..

In section 5, we provide spacial von Neumann inequalities associated to perturbed kernel.

We give explicit computations in the case where R(T) = βΤ + βΤ* + I. This shed light on the

role of the existence of eigenvalues of a generalized Toeplitz vector associated with Γ.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Generalized Toeplitz Operators

A complex sequence ξ € ί°°(1Ν, C) almost converges to the complex number c if

n+k-l

The sequence ξ is said to be almost convergent in the strong sense to c if |£ — c.l| is almost

convergent to 0, where 1 is the constant sequence of value 1.

A Banach limit L is a positive functional on /°° satisfying

1. L((«n)n>o) = 1 for un = 1

2. L((un)n>0] = L((un+i)n>o)

3. If (nn)n>0 converges, then L((ttn)n>o) = h'rn un.

We denote by Β the set of all Banach limits.

The following classes of operators were considered in [9]

Ci,. = {T e B(H)/Vx€H\ {0}, |Tna;||does not converges to zero}



C.,i = {Τ 6 Β (Η)/ \/χ£Η\ {0}, ](T*)nzll does no converges to zero}

and

Ci,i = c.,i η <?!,..

Let PWJ3(Ji) := {T 6 B(#) : sup||Tn|| < +00} be the set of power bounded operators.
n>0

Simple computations permit to show that if Γ € PWB(H) is such that lim ||Tn|| φ Ο then the
n>0

spectral radius r(T) of Τ equals 1. This last affirmation will be assumed to be true for all our

operators.

Let Τ be a power bounded operator and L a Banach limits. Consider the functional

Using the positivity of Banach limits, we see that

where Μ = supj|Tn||. In particular (.|.) is continuous and by Reisz representation theorem,
n>0

there exists a positive bounded operator XL such that (x\y) =< Xi,x\y >· Following [4] such

operators are called canonical generalized Toeplitz operators and their set is denoted τ(Γ).

Recall that, r(T) is reduced to a singleton if and only if the sequence (T*}nTn is weakly almost

convergent. In every finite Von Neumann algebra, the sequence (T*)nTn is always weakly almost

convergent [4]. If Τ is in the class Cp, then (y*)"Tn converges in the strong topology of operators,

([6]). In particular, in both cases τ(Τ) is reduced to a singleton.

We collect in the following proposition some properties of canonical Toeplitz operators, for

the proof see [4] .

Proposition 2 Let Τ be α Power Bounded Operator and X €. Then

α. τ(Τ) C C+(T).

b. τ(Τ) contains an injective element if and only if X is injective for any X € τ(Τ).

c. {x € Η such that Tnx -* 0} C ker(Jf) for any X e r(T). In particular, Τ € Ci, when

r(T] contains an injective element.

We assume for the following theorem that Τ 6 GI,. and let X € r(T). The associated mapping

(.|.) induces an inner product on H. Denote by Η the Hubert completion of Η with respect to

the norm ||[.|||, induced by the inner product (.(.) and denote by Τ the canonical extension of Τ

to H. For every χ €. Η we have

IH 2 = (fx\fx)=L((<Tn+lx\Tn+ix>)n>0)



Since H is a dense subspace of H, we conclude that Τ is an isometry.

In the invariant subspace problem, since 9(T) and ker(T), if non trivial, provide invariant

subspaces. It is always assumed (and we will do) that Τ has a dense range. This forces T to

be dense range, and so Τ becomes a unitary transformation. Let μο be the spectral measure

on S1 = {elt/t e R} associated with T. Consider for / e L°°(51,^o) the invariant subspace

introduced by B. Beauzamy in [1]:

Ef = Hr\Ker(f(f}} (1)

In [5], it is shown, when Τ is a contraction, that Ef = KerXj for some positive generalized

Toeplitz operator Xf associated with T. Outlining the proof of this result, we generalize as

follows

Theorem 3 ([5], theorem 7) Let T be α cyclic power bounded operator acting on Hilbert space

Η with dense range, assume that T is completely non unitary (c.n.u for short) in the class <?!,..

For f Ε Σ,°°(5ι,μο), let Ef be the closed invariant subspace generated by f. Then, there exists

Xf € C+(T) such that Ef = Ker(Xf}.

We end this section by recovering some properties of generalized Toeplitz operators associated

with power bounded operators. Denote pu —'· Μ the constant gauge, we have

Proposition 4 Let T be a power bounded operator, \\Tn\\ < Μ and let XL € C+(T] be associ-

ated with a Banach limit LPM. Then for X 6 C+(T) we have

Q<X< M2\\X\\XL

In particular ker(X) C ker(Xi,) and hence if XL is one to one, then every X 6 C+(T) is one

to one.

Proof. Let χ € H,

| < Xx\x > | = | < (T*)discnx\x > | = | < XTnx\Tnx > \ <

By using the p— Banach limit we obtain

< Xx\x >< M2\\X\\ < XLx\x >

3 Asymptotic spacial Von Neumann inequalities for operators
in Cp

3.1 Asymptotic kernels

Let T e PWB(H) be such that r(T) = 1 and X e B(H) be an arbitrary operator. The

asymptotic kernel associated with X is the operator valued function,

re~ltT}-1 + (I - reltT*)~lX - X



and the kernel associated with Τ is

Kr,t(T] = K%(T,I) = (I - re-*T}~1 + (/ - re^T*)"1 - I

for r such that (r, i) e [0,1] χ [0,2ττ[.

These kernels were studied in [5] and applied to obtain asymptotic spacial Von Neumann inequal-

ities which allowed the authors to provide invariant subspaces for some classes of contractions.

The following proposition is inspired from [5] assemble some properties of the asymptotic

kernel and the proof runs similarly.

Proposition 5 ([5]) Let Τ be a power bounded operator, X € C+(T) and let K™(T,X) be the

asymptotic kernel associated with X defined on (r, t) e [0,1] χ [0,2ττ[. Then

1. K%(T,X) € C+(T) and satisfies

2. For f an analytic function on neighborhood of the unit closed disc, we have

Xf(rT) =

and
/·2π fj+

F f /TT* \ v~ I f t —lt\ jyOO frr\ ~v\j(rl )A = I j(e )Κ^.(2,Λ)——

for every < r < 0.

Using Proposition 3, We get

Proposition 6 Let Τ be a power bounded operator, then for every X e C+(T) and (r,t) €

[0,1] x [0,2π[, we have K™t(T,X) € inC+(T) and

K%(T,X)<\\X\\K%(T,XL),

where XL € C+(T) is associated with a Banach limit L.

Proof.

K%(T,X) = (l-r2)(J-rertr*)-1X(/-re-t*T)-1

< (l-r2)||X||(7-
< \\X\\K%(T,XL)



3.2 Asymptotic spacial Von Neumann inequalities and point spectrum of
generalized Toeplitz operators.

We fit the generalized von Neumann inequality given in [3] to our situation. The use of

asymptotic kernels in the proof was crucial. For X € C+(T),r € [0,1[ and χ G H, denote

dmXx(t) =< K%(T,X)y\y > f, then

Proposition 7 Let Τ be a power bounded operator and X € C+ (T). Then for any pair (f,g) of

analytics functions on a neighborhood of the closed unit disc, χ £ Η and 0 < r < I, we have

ί·2π ι

\\(f(rT*)X + Xg(rT)}x\f < \\ X\\ | |

We develop in the rest of this section asymptotic spacial Von Neumann inequalities for power

bounded operators in Cp.

Proposition 8 Let Τ be a power bounded operator and X € C+(T). Suppose that X has a

nonzero eigenvalue a, and let y be a corresponding normalized eigenvector. Let P, Q be polyno-

mials, then

| < Q(T)P(T)y\y > \ < ^\\VXP(T)y\\\\VXQCr)y\\ (2)

Proof. Simple computations give

< K%(T,X)y\y >=a< Kr,t(T}y\y > .

For (r,i) e [0,1] x [0,2vr[ and for all polynomials P, Q, we obtain

| < Q(rT}P(rT}y\y > \ = |/0
27rP(elt)Q(ezt) < Kr,t(T}y\y > f |

Since K™t(T, X} is a positive operator, by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain

| < Q(rT)P(rT)y\y > | < £ f<? \P(e

Denote I the left side of the inequality above and apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again

I < ^\P(^)f^^(ff\Q(^fdn^^
= ±\\VXP(rT)y\\\\VXQ(rT)y\\.

Equation 2 is then obtained by taking r -» 1. The proposition is proved.

As in [5] we associate with an operator T, in Cp, the kernel is given by

-1 + (p - 2)1 = Kr,t(T) + (p- 1)7.

Note that p— asymptotic kernels allow to reformulate the definition of the class Cp. More pre-

cisely an operator T belongs to Cp if the associated p-asymptotic kernel (K^t ) is positive and



if p is minimal in this sense. See [5] for further information.

Let Pl9 ft be polynomials. Fix I(y) = ||(Pi(rT*) + P2(rT))y|||2 and set J(x) =< (Pi(rT*) +

Pi(fT})y\x > for χ € Η. The following provides asymptotic spacial Von Neumann inequalities

for operators in the class Cp

Proposition 9 Under the assumptions above, we have

— a JO l \ P)\*i(V) ' -*2\^JJ "' x i\^ > ' -1 zv1- / ι ""'"τ·,?/

Proof. Since

r27r ι _/·2ττ 1
J(x] = Λ [

and since K^t(T) is a positive operator ( Γ € Cp ), by applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality

twice, we obtain

0) +ft(0)) +ft(e--) + ft(ert)|2 < ̂ t(T)tf|y > f
χ /0

27r < K^(T)x\x > f -

This leads to the inequality,

]J(a;)|2 < pllorll2/^ |̂  (A+ftJiOj+ftie-^ + ftie*)!2 < <t(T)y|y > f. Using the identity

>= α < ^,i(T)y|y >, we get

< K%(T,X)y\y >- a(

thus

>= <

Now taking the supermum for ||χ|| < 1 gives

O) +ft(0)) +P!(e-li) + P2(e«)|2 < K$(T,X)y\y

+p(p- 1)|^||2||1(ρι(θ) + P2(0))

The last term on the right side of the inequality above equals

|̂(Pi(0) + P2(0))|2 + p(p - l){||Pi - Pi(0)||§ + Hft - P2(0)||2
2}||y||2.

Thus

ft)(0)) + Pi(e-lt) + P2(
P2(0))|2 + p(p - 1){||P! - ft(0)||i + «ft -

The proof is complete.



Remark In the case where ρ = 1 we obtain for every polynomial Q,

i|(Q(T))y|||2 < -\\VXQ(T)yf < -\\VX\ '
a a

thus, Τ is similar to an isometry on Ε = span{Tny, η > 0} . The existence of non trivial

invariant subspaces is derived directly from [5].

Proposition 10 Let Τ be a power bounded operator in the class Cp and suppose that μ* is

absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure dm = J·-. Define Φ on polynomials by

Φ(Ρ) = P(T)y. Then there exists a positive measure ν such that Φ is extendible to H2(dv) and

intertwines Τ with the unilateral shift on H2 (dv]

Proof. Before starting the proof, note that every vector, in the singular invariant subspace asso-

ciated with the singular part of μ^ , is non cyclic thus we can assume without loss of generality

that " μ* is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure dm ~ ij~ " .

For η > 1, we have X = T*nXTn, it follows that

= £ \\VXQ(T)y\\2 +p(p-

If, Υ is a canonical Toeplitz, there exists a Banach limit L such that Υ = L(T*nTn). Thus,

||VTQ(T)y||2 = < YQ(T}y\Q(T)y >

< £ \\VXQ(T)y\\* + (P}(P ~

with dv = £μ*ν + p(p - l)dm. Define Φ : H2(dv] -> Η by Φ(ζ>) = Q(T)y, then Φ can be

extended to H2(dv). Let Sv be the unweighted shift on Η2(άν), we clearly have,

4 Cyclic vectors for operators in CR Π Civ

Recall that Τ € B(H) is said to be a cyclic operator if ET(X) ~ span{Tnx, : η > 0} = Η for

some χ £ Η such vector is called a cyclic vector. We denote Cyc(T) the set of all cyclic vector

for T. It is clear that Τ has a non trivial invariant subspace if and only if Cyc(T) φ Η. We also

see that the lattice of invariant subspaces is large if Cyc(T) = 0.

Let R = Σ£_0

 akzk be a polynomial and Τ be an operator in the class CR. Since K^t(T) > 0,

when r — > 1~, the positive quasi spectral measures K^t(T)dt/2K converge in the weak measure

topology to a positive quasi spectral measure 7. Consequently, the quasi-spectral measure



Krtt(T)dt/27r weakly converges to a quasi spectral measure μτ (not necessarily positive), and

we have

for any (x, y) € Η χ Η. As in the proof of the classical von Neumann inequality given in [2], we

can prove a spacial von Neumann inequality associated to the kernel

X + Xg(rT}} x\\2 < \\X\\ j |/(e-*) + g(e < K*(T,X)x,x > .

We investigate in this section the nature of cyclic vectors for operators in CR Γ) C\t.. We show

that if T is an operator in CR ΓΊ Cit,, then T^ fails to have cyclic vectors for some N, and hence

the lattice of invariant subspaces of TN is very large. We assume throughout this section that

T is injective with dense range, if such assumption is not satisfied the existence of non zero non

cyclic vectors is trivial. We first give some preliminary results.

4.1 Perturbed kernel and absolute continuity.

The following result is of independent interest and will be used in our proof.

Proposition 11 Let Τ be an injective operator with dense range and for any positive integer p,

set Ep = {x,Vn>p T*nTnx = TnT*nx = x}. Then Ep = E0 for any p, furthermore T\EQ is

a unitary operator and T^E±. is completely non-unitary.

Proof. Let us first prove that Ε reduces Tp (that is invariant for Tp and for (T*)* ), we claim

that if x € E, we have Tqx 6 Ε for every q > p. Indeed

T*q(T*nTnTgx - Tqx] = T(n+(ti*Tn+qx - T*qTqx = x - x = 0,

thus, T*nTnTqx - Tqx € KerT* = R(T) = {0} and so, T*nTnTqx = T*x for η > p. Similarly

TnT*nTqx = Tqx, the claim is proved. Ep is invariant for T*q in the same way. For every x €. Ep

and y € E£-, we have

< Tx\y >=< TTpT*px\y >=< T*px\T*^y >= 0

and since E^ is invariant for Tp and for T*(p+1), we obtain Ep is invariant for T. Likewise we

see that Ep is invariant for T*.

To see that Ep = EQ for p > 0, let x be in Ep and note that

||Tz||2 = \\TTPT*pxf = \\Tp+l(T*px)f = \\T*px\\2 = \\xf .

Similar arguments show that ||T*a;||2 = ||a;||2, for any x € Ep. It follows that T\EP is a unitary

operator, consequently Ep = EQ.



To complete the proof, note that if Ε is a reducing space for Τ such that T\Ei is a unitary

operator, then necessarily T*nTnx = TnT*nx = χ and hence Ε C EQ. In particular T\E± is

completely non unitary.

Remark.

1. The set EQ considered here was introduced when Τ is a contraction under the form

{x, \\Tnx\\ = \\T*nx\\ = \\x\\}, ([7], Chap 1, theorem 3.2. for example).

2. The proposition holds for some class of operators without the assumption injective with

dense range namely normal operators, contractions ...

Proposition 12 Let Τ G CR be an injective operator with dense range. If Τ is completely

non unitary, then Τ is absolutely continuous. Moreover, for every χ 6 H\ {0} there exists

hx,x £ L1 (dm) such that ln(hx>x) € Ll (dm) and that satisfies

Ύ — Ιίτη < Κ ^TWI-r > dm(i\ ·=.IX V Hill ^̂ , .£ χ*. 4 t JL f «jo >Z* ^̂  U>l I vllj I ^~
Ji>* '

Proof. For x,y in H we have

< #5(7>|ί, > rfm(i) ->„

and by the Jordan decomposition we get jXty = hx^dm + νΤΛ) with hx>y 6 Ll (dm) and i^Xi3/ a

singular measure with respect to the Haar measure. Applying the Cauchy Schwarz inequality

to the bilinear application
H otimesH —> Ll(dm)
(x, y) ·-> h^y

gives

I I f(elt}hx,ydm(t}\ < J ί \f(e^)\hx,xdm(t) J f \f(elt)\hy!ydm(t)

for all positive functions. Then it is clear that F = {x e H : hx>y = OVy € H} is a closed

subspace of H. Indeed more is given, F = {x £ Η\ΗΧ!Χ = 0} and F1 = {x € H : vx,x — 0}.

Let Ω be the support of i/Z)?/, we have τη(Ω) = 0 since vx>y is singular with respect to the Haar

measure, there exists a sequence (//O^plN m *^e ^^sc stlgebra A(D)

i) l/fcl < 1

ii) fk(z) -> ln(z), |j/Z)j,|-almost everywhere

iii) /^(β1*) -> 0 m-almost everywhere (see [11] for more details).

We deduce that /fc(T) — > μτ(Ω) in the strong convergence of operators topology with <

^ >= / φάμτ,χ,ν· But from equation 4, we see that

7*l2/ = μτ,χ,ν + [Σ ake~ikt < Tkx, y > + Σ Ofcelfct < T*kx, y >
+ (Re(a0) - 1) < x,y >}dm.

10



Thus 7(Ω) = μτ(Ω) = μτ(Ω)* and μτ(Ω] € {Τ}' is an orthogonal projection. In particular

TIP is unitary. Since Τ is completely non unitary, we get F — {0} and hence Τ is absolutely

continuous.

To prove the second assertion, suppose that ln(hX}X) is not integrable. By Szego's formula,

we have

inf / jl - 6ιθρ(6*
θ)\2άΊχ,χ = exp[fln(hx,x)dm(e^)} = 0.

peO[e!«] J J

We derive that for every k > ρ = d°R + 1, there exists a sequence (Ρη)η€]Ν Q C[ei6] such that

Using spacial Von Neumann's inequality (Equation 4), we get

(12*3 _ Tk+2Ppn(T)x\\2 <

and

IjT*^ _ T?Pn(T)x\\2 <

we deduce that Tpx = Urn Tk+2^pn(T)x = Tk+pT*kx and since KerT = {0}, we obtain
n— »+oo

TkT*kx = x. Using the same arguments, we have T*kTkx = x, thus χ € Ep. Using Proposition

6, we derive that TJ£0 is unitary, this contradicts, Γ is c.n.u. Finally Ιη(Η,ξ.χ) is integrable.

Proposition 13 Let X 6 C+(T). For every x,y € Η the measure ,

with respect to the Haar measure on the unit circle.

Proof. Let ρ be a polynomial. For x, y e H, we have
Λ27Γ

and

is absolutely continuous

= akp(k) < Tkx, Xy > + (7^e(αo) -
k=l

Σ akp(k) < Tkx,Xy > + (He(a0) - 1) < x, Xy >
fc=l
< XP(T)xt y >

Σ a*p(fc) < Tkx,Xy > + (

If we set

V = dm - 71>v,

we see that P(n) = 0 for η > 0 then ν is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar

measure. The preceding lemma asserts that 7X)P is absolutely continuous and hence μ^ is

absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure.

11



4.2 Cyclic vectors

Now, we give and prove one of the two main theorems of this section.

Theorem 14 Let Τ €. CR (Ί 6Ί,. and χ € Η

1. There exists Nx € IV such that χ £ Cyc(TN) and for arbitrary Ν > Nx.

2. There exists N0 € JN such that Cyc(TN] = 0 for any Ν > N0.

Proof. I. Let χ e Η be a nonzero element. If χ φ Cyc(T), then it is trivial that χ φ Cyc(Tn]

for every η > 0. Hence, we can assume that χ £ Cyc(T). Denote μ = μχχ = ψάπι with

φ € L1(dm). We have

and hence the operator L : p(T)x 6 ET(X) — » ρ 6 -ff^ is extendible to a bounded operator on Η

(that we also denote by L). The following diagram is commutative.

* Λ a?
Τ| |5μ (4)
Η L. if?

where 3μ is the usual shift on

Seeking a contradiction, let u be arbitrary in Η and suppose that u 6 Ernk (x) for some sequence

rik > 0 that goes to

Using the diagram 4,

> 0 that goes to infinity. Thus there exists pn polynomials, such that u = lim pn(Tnk)x.
n— >oo

L(u) =

this leads to the inclusion Im(L) C span{(S™k}n Lx : η > 0} and since L is dense range, we

deduce that ψ :— L(x) € Cyc(S™k) for every k > 0. We show now that this fact is impossible.

Lemma 15 Let 3μ be the shift operator on H^ and ψ € Ημ. Then there exists NO such that

ψ g Cyc(S™k) for every Ν > Νΰ.

Proof. Suppose that -ψ £ Cyc(S™k) for some given sequence (nk)h>Q tending to infinity. As

ln(t),(t €]0,2ττ]) is integrable, there exists h 6 H°°(c H%) such that \h(elt)\ = t, a.e with

respect to the Lebesgue measure. Thus for some sequence (qn)n>o of polynomials, we have

lim \\qnil> - h^\\H2 = 0. We derive that for Ν > 0,

2τΓ 2π
/ |ί - \qn(JNt)\2W2dm < f \h(e^} - qn(e^}\\^dm
0 0

= \\3ηΨ — hif>\\n2 -> 0 when η — > oo.
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Let Ω be the support of ψ, there exists a subsequence of qn that we denote qnk such that

Qnk(eiNt) —>t a.e with respect to Lebesgue measure. (5)

If we set Ω* = Ω - ̂  for 0 < k < Ν - 1, then fife Π Ωρ = 0 for 0 < k,p < Ν - 1. To

see this consider t 6 Ω^ Π Ωρ, and write ί = ίι + ̂  = t% + ̂ . Then by equation 5 since

0 < p, k < Ν — 1, we obtain ΐ χ = fe and ρ = k. To get our contradiction, note that

= Νπι(Ώ) ( Invariance by translations )
for every N, hence m(0) = 0. Which is impossible.

2. In a similar way 2. is a direct consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 16 Let 8μ be the shift operator on H2 and Ω = 3ηρρ(μ}. Then for every Ν > ;^W,

the operator S^ has no cyclic vector.

Proof. It outlines the proof of Lemma 15 by observing that Ω C 3ηρρ(φ} for every cyclic vector

for

Remark. Theorem 14 gives a rich set of invariant subspaces for some power of Τ but does not

seem to give any information about invariant subspaces for Τ that arise directly from non cyclic

vectors. If S is the usual shift on the Hardy space H2, then an easy proof shows that S2 has no

cyclic vectors (a fact that is also a consequence of Lemma 16) while S has a large set of cyclic

vectors. Namely all outer functions.

In [7] B. Nagy and C. Foias were interested in the following problem. Let Τ be a contraction

in the class Ci;.,

under which assumption, Τ is cyclic implies T* is cyclic?

The rest of this section deals with this problem for power bounded operators in the class

C\,.· We generalize their result to such operators by relying generalized Toeplitz operators,

cyclic vectors for T and cyclic vectors for T*.

Theorem 17 Let T be a power bounded operator of class C\,., X e C+(T) be injective.

1. IfDn (σ(Τ] \ σρ(Τ)) Φ 0, then X(Cyc(T}} C Cyc(T*}. In particular T* is cyclic.

Moreover, ifT is completely non unitary the assumption ΌΓ\(σ(Τ)\σρ(Τ)) φ 0 is no longer

needed to say that T* is cyclic and we have

2 // 1η(μ^α/ώη) is not a Lebesgue integrable function, then X(Cyc(T) C Cyc(T*).

3 If the function \Ά(μ^α/άτη) is Lebesgue integrable, then Im(^/~X Γ\ Cyc(T*) φ 0

13



Proof. Fix α € Cyc(T) and write Λ/ΧΤ = U\/X and suppose that T* — λ is injective for some

λ 6 σ(Γ) such that |λ| < 1. Prom the equality(T* - \}^ = VX(U* - λ), it follows that

λ <£ σρ(υ*). In particular U — λ has a dense range, and since it is closed range we get U — λ is

onto. We conclude that, because U is an isometry, U is a unitary transformation. On the other

hand, observing that -\fXP(T)a — P(U)VXa and using the fact that X has a dense range, we

have b = Xa is a cyclic vector for U. But for unitary transformation (in fact for normals) we

have \\q(U)b - g(U*)b\\ = \\q(U*)b - q(U)b\\ for all polynomials P,Q. This leads to VXa is a

cyclic vector for U* and it follows that Xa is a cyclic vector for T*.

By Proposition 11, we know that μ£α is absolutely continuous with respect to ra, thus there

exists φ € Ll (dm) such that μ*α — φάπι. We have the following alternative:

, 1°) The function lnha,a = In φ is not a Lebesgue integrable. Using Szego's theorem, we

see that for every positive integer ρ there exists a sequence (pn)n>o != C[eze] such that /|1 —

(β%θ)\2ψ(βιθ)ά'τη(θ) -* 0. If p(z) = Ek=iP(k)zk is a polynomial, we denote by ρ the

polynomial given by p(z) = Y%=ip(k)zk. By proposition 6, we have

/•2?r _
\\p(T*)T*Xa - XTpa\\2 < \\X\\2 / p(elt)e~tt -

Jo
lpt -5- 0

Let us denote by F = Vfc>o T*k(Xa) the closed subspace generated by the sequence (T*k(Xa))k>o-

The previous inequality implies that Tp(a) € F for any ρ > 0. Therefore, we get that

X(H) =X(\J Tk(a)) C F.
k>0

Since X is an injective positive operator, we have Η = X(H) C F, thus F — Η and Xa is cyclic

for T*.

2°) The function 1η/ια,α = ln</? is a Lebesgue integrable. Then, there exists ψ in H2 such

that φ(β^) = |^(ezi)| . Since X is an injective operator which belongs to C+(H), by the polar

decomposition there exists an isometry V such that \/J£T = VVX· Observe that

dm(f).

and it follows that 6 = ^fXa is cyclic for V. On the other hand, the previous formula shows

that the operator W : p(V)b € Η — > p(elt) €E H2 is extendible to a unitary operator (that we

also denote W). Let 3Ί be the usual shift on the space if2 (7), where 7 is the measure given

by 7 = |^(ert)| dm(t). Since we clearly have W ο V = 57 ο W, we get that V is unitarily

similar to 57. The operator S* clearly admits cyclic vectors (for instance, every vector φ/ψ

where φ is a cyclic vector for the usual backward shift). It follows immediately that V* ad-

mits cyclic vectors, let 60 be such cyclic vector. Since X is a positive operator with a dense

range, the relation T*^/X = ^/~XV* ensures that b = ->/Xbo is cyclic for T*. This ends the proof.

As a corollary we retrieve the first result in [7].
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Corollary 18 Let Τ be a cyclic contraction in the class C\,.. Then T* is cyclic in each of the

following cases

2. Τ is a completely non unitary.

4.3 Cyclic vectors and the commutativity of the commutant

The second problem treated in [7] is the following. Let Τ be a contraction in the class C\,..

Under which conditions is the commutant {T}' the commutant of T is commutative?

In this section, we describe the commutant of a power bounded operator and deduce its

commutativity under more general assumptions.

We first give a generalization of a theorem in [5]. The proof runs in a similar way and will

be omitted.

Theorem 19 Let T e PWB(H] and X € τ(Τ). Assume that T is cyclic. Then the map

is a linear surjection from L°°fax) onto C(T), which induces a faithful order preserving surjec-

tionfrom L°°fax)+ onto C+(T).

We have

Theorem 20 Let T e PWB(H] be in the class C^. and a e Cyc(T). Then {T}' is commuta-

tive. Moreover, for any X € r(T), we have

where Η°°(μχ^ is the weak closure of polynomials is £°°(μ£α).

Proof. The proof lies in the two following ingredients.

Ingredient 1. For any R € {T}' and pn such that pn(T}a — > Ra, the sequence pn converges in

to the symbol associated with XR = μχ(φ) by the previous theorem. Indeed, since

lit
[\XPn(T)a - XPm(T)a\\2 =

the sequence pn converges to a function ψ € Ι?(μχ}. Observe that for any polynomial p,q

= < XRp(T)a, q(T}a >
= lim <XPn(T)p(T)a,q(T)a>

π— >+oo

= Jim
71 — ?·-τ~ΟΟ
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Hence ψ = φ άμχ^α a.e and since α € cyc(T), it follows that ψ = φ άμχ a.e.

Ingredient 2. Let R\ and R% be in the commutant of T and write Ria = lim pn(a) and
n— >+oo

R2a = lira qn(a). Fix f\ = limpn and /2 = limgn obtained by Ingredient 1.. Since .ΧΊ =
n— >+oo

and .X2 = XR2 belong to C(T), using again the previous theorem, there exists /i, and f2 in

Η°°(μχ) such that A"i = μχ(ίι) and .X2 = ̂ (fi)· For any r, s polynomials, we have

< Χι R2r(T)a, s(T)a > = lim < Xqn(T)r(T)a,s(T)a >
n— >-foo _

Similarly, < X2Rir(T)a,S(T)a >= * M^)r(^}S(e^h(

Thus XRiR2 = X2Ri = XiR2 = XR2Ri- The injectivity of X leads to R^R2 = R2Rl.

The commutativity of {T}' is obtained.

Prom the proof of the first assumption, we see that X{T}' C Η°°(μχ}. To show the reverse

inclusion, it suffices to use again Theorem 19.

5 The perturbed kernel and spacial von Neumann inequalities.

The aim of this section is to provide asymptotic Von Neumann inequality associated with per-

turbed kernels. We give complete computation in the case where the perturbation is R(T) =

βΤ + βΤ* + 1. The general case of trigonometric perturbation follows immediately.

Let Τ € L(H) and β Ε C. We denote the perturbed kernel associated with T,

Ιβ(Τ) = Κβ(Τ) +]3Τ+βΤ*, the asymptotic perturbed kernel associated with T ,L0(T, X] =

Ι,β(Τ,Χ)+~βΧΤ + βΤ*Χ, and the /9-perturbed kernel associated with Γ Lj(T) = Κξ(Τ) +~βΤ +

βΤ*. Then, direct computations give

1. < Lft(T,X)y\y >= a < L0(T)y\y > .

2. f(rT) = Jf f(

3. /(rT*) = Jo27r f(

We set

J(x) =< (Pi(rT*)

Then

eli)] < K?>t(T)y\x > £

ν + P2(0)) + (Pi(e-li) + P2(e**)]

L?(T)y\x > f - |/3|(Pi(0) < Ty\x > -\β\Ρ2(0) < T*y\x
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By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality

f J*
i(0) < Ty\x > +1/3^(0) < T*y\x > |,

we obtain

\J(x)\ < p5|N|/o

. < L^(T)y\y > &

As < L^(T)y\y >= ^ < Ι^(Τ,Χ)^|ί/ > +(p - l)||y||2, by the preceding inequality and taking

the supermum for ||a;|| < 1, we get

\J(y)\< f
zi) +P2(eli)|2 < ̂ (Γ,Χ)»^ > f

-P2||
2

2

Remarks It is easy to see that if we take, R(T) = JPTn + βητη*, then

/•27Γ fl+ ι·2π fj-t-

the corresponding von Neumann asymptotic inequality is

\J(y}\ < ^[/ο2

If we consider Lre«(T} = Kre,t(T) + Ej=i W^T3 + E£r^e~ytT^' we get by linearity,

\J(y}\ < ^[/0

2r | ( ) ( P i ( 0 ) +P2(0)) + (P1(e-^)
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